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***

Guests are:

Christian Beer, founder, owner and CEO of the Heron Innovations Factory, originally on the
development  and  construction  of  customized  assembly  machines.  Now  they  have
five  independent  subsidiaries.

Axel  Turck,  Managing  Director  of  Emil  Turck  GmbH  which  manufactures
precision (customers  from the lighting industry,  the electronics  industry  to  mechanical
engineering).

This session is about:

Christian  Beer:  Corona  crisis  since  2020  from  the  perspective  of  an  Austrian
entrepreneur and what consequences the measures have had for his company. He also talks
about the foundation and his engagement in the network Einheit.at (an initiative of more
than 8,800 AU companies), its goals and activities.

Axel Turck: On the threat of insolvencies of companies in the manufacturing industry, the
gas shortage situation and gas apportionment, the importance of short or medium-term gas
supply restrictions or stoppages for metal-processing companies.
Also on the ailing infrastructure and bridge damage as a result of blatant policy failure in the
Lüdenscheid area.
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Note to readers: Please click the share buttons above or below. Follow us on Instagram and
Twitter and subscribe to our Telegram Channel. Feel free to repost and share widely Global
Research articles.
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